**Vocabulary List 3A - English 9**

**Directions:** Part 1: Match the definition with the word by looking it up in the dictionary. Part 2: Put the word in a sentence without using the “Be Verbs”. The “Be Verbs” are - am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been. Your sentences **MUST** show that you know what the word means AND be 100% grammatically correct!

**CRED: believe**

1. discredit: v.

2. incredible: adj.

3. credence: n.

4. incredulous: adj.

5. accredit / accreditation: n.

**CULE: very small**

6. molecule: n.

7. minuscule: adj.

**FIX: fix**

8. fixation: n.

9. affix: v.

10. transfix: v.
DEFINITIONS

A. belief as to the truth of something
B. certification stating that a school meets certain qualifications
C. extremely small; insignificant
D. obsession; state of being attached
E. the smallest unit of matter
F. to cast doubt; ruin the reputation of
G. to fasten; to seal
H. to hold motionless
I. unbelievable
J. unbelieving; skeptical